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Lesson 2: The Four Noble Truths and Eightfold Path 
 
The first lesson was about the Buddha’s life - just some instances that were important to understand the 
background to his abandoning his royal privileged life and becoming a monk. 
 
Today’s lesson is to look closer at what he did and formulated. You’ll remember the instance where he 
rode into the town next to the royal palace and coming across a sick person, an old person, and a 
cremation ceremony for a dead person. What he saw with these three things was suffering – with the sick 
person suffering because of ill health, with the old person suffering because of loss of youth, mobility, 
etc., and with the funeral cortege - the suffering of the dead person’s family as one of their loved ones was 
no more. And by extension, the suffering of the person who died who would have suffered either from an 
illness and/or the certain thought as he was breathing his last of having to leave his family, his loved ones, 
his possessions, and all his wealth. 
 
The common thread through all this was that everyone was suffering. The Sanskrit word that has been 
translated into suffering is DUKHA, and while “suffering” is a good-ish translation, it doesn’t really 
cover all the nuances of the word. The span of suffering as discussed was from the intense suffering 
caused by, for example, the loss of a partner or loved one to the mild dissatisfaction at the end of a meal – 
when you just need / feel that little something to be fully satiated – a piece of cheese say. Dukha is 
associated with the mental part of suffering / pain. [prompt: examples] Physical pain, on the other hand, 
can be cured by tablets, etc. 
 
So the Buddha was concerned about how to end mental suffering. Our mental attitudes are solely 
responsible for our mental suffering – they colour our view of reality and how we ought to feel.  

• The example of eating steak 
• The example of winter in Saskatchewan 

 
So, during his six years of study with the best Hindu teachers at the time, he was able to reach very deep 
states of meditative absorption. Whilst in these states, he was isolated from the world and his senses and 
everything was wonderful. However, as soon as he came out of those meditative states, the real world 
flowed back in and so did the suffering. 
 
When Sujata found him as a pile of rags and questioned / stated / remarked to him that the way that he 
was trying to get to enlightenment was more likely to kill him than anything else, he recalled the event of 
the harvest when he was in his teens. He was sitting under a tree with a full stomach and had no worries 
or suffering at all. And in looking at this he realized that the mortification and ascetic path that he was 
following was not going to get him to enlightenment. He needed to find a way that was between the 
excesses of the world which was full of suffering and the path that he was currently following that would 
eventually lead to death. 
 
The Buddha sat under the Bodhi tree and meditated deeply to understand the causes of and remedies to 
suffering. The result of this was the Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path. 
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First Noble Truth – There is suffering. Life always involves suffering in obvious and subtle forms. Even 
when things seem to be good, we may feel an undercurrent of anxiety and level of uncertainty within 
ourselves. 
 
Second Noble Truth – The cause of suffering is attachments and desires. We suffer because of our 
mistaken beliefs that we are a separate independent “I”. We believe because our mind and ego tells us that 
by thinking about things that we want or to change, they will. To an extent this has been promulgated by 
the motivational speakers of which there are a lot – that if you think I desire hard enough, I will get what I 
want. 

• Millionaires 
• Brad Pitt 
• Chanel handbag 

 
Going back to the example of Buddha under the tree when everything was just fine or even think to 
yourself about the instances in your life (snapshots in a way) when you haven’t wanted a particular 
moment to end – because everything was ok. It didn’t matter what you were wearing, where you were, or 
to an extent even what you were doing. This then leads to the third Noble Truth. 
 
Third Noble Truth – There is an end to suffering. The good news is that your desires and attachments 
have a very short life span. Just think back to the last thing that you desired. Once that desire was 
fulfilled, what happened? To break it down even more, did you feel an everlasting happiness, sense of 
satisfaction? More then likely not. You probably felt a degree of satisfaction for a while and then after 
that your mind attached to the next thing! Keeping up with the Joneses. So desires and attachments are 
like clouds in the sky. They obscure the sun for a while but are soon gone. The only problem is that at the 
moment we haven’t learned how to stop jumping from cloud to cloud and look for the sun – our 
enlightened self nature. BUT you are in luck – here’s the fourth Noble Truth. 
 
Fourth Noble Truth – The end to suffering is the Eightfold Path. By living ethically, practicing 
meditation, and developing wisdom, we too can make way on the same journey as the Buddha and end 
our suffering and walk on the path to Enlightenment. We too can wake up to Enlightenment. 
 
The separate parts of the Eightfold Path can be grouped into three essential elements – moral conduct, 
mental discipline, and wisdom – sila, samadhi, and prajna. Separately they are ethical conduct under 
which you get right speech, right action, and right livelihood. Mental discipline – right effort, right 
mindfulness, and right concentration, and finally wisdom under which there are right thought and right 
understanding. 
 
You should think of the three major groupings as the legs on a three-legged stool. Each is important for 
the stability of the sitter. So when you are practicing, be aware of all them so that your practice doesn’t 
get lopsided. 
 
Looking at moral conduct – this is to do with the physical side of things. Right speech – abstaining from 
telling lies, saying harmful things, saying harsh things, etc. Even idle gossip falls under this. The talk 
around the water cooler of what such and such did to so and so or how so and so is… [prompt: angry 
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words! * speech * telling a lie]. You know what that’s about. Right action is about not causing harm by 
stealing, killing, etc. and living in a way that is peaceful. Right livelihood is about making a living 
without causing harm to others, selling arms, intoxicants, killing animals, etc. This points to making a 
living by honourable, blameless, and non-harming means. 
 
Mental discipline – this one deals with the mind side of things. Right effort is to prevent negative states of 
mind like negativity, bad thoughts, etc. and to start to look positively at things and states of mind. This is 
changing from a half-empty kinda guy to a half-full kinda guy. 
 
We can all find things to complain about, be bitter about, criticize, etc. [prompt: story of I have nothing to 
complain about]. These all arise from negative states of mind. By practicing right mindfulness, you 
become aware of these states and can then work actively to reduce or stop them altogether. Right 
concentration is about practicing meditation with concentration rather than letting it drift – because that’s 
just the monkeys out playing. 
 
The final one is right wisdom, right thought, and right understanding. If you look at it, you can see the 
link between this and the previous one where you are stopping negative states of mind and thought and 
encouraging Right thoughts and mind. Right understanding is difficult to explain because it means more 
than just the words spoken / written that you encounter. It’s a guttural / cellular level understanding of the 
Dharma. It’s understanding that when you read or listen, that the blank white silent spaces are just as 
important to the understanding of things as what you have read. Just think of a piece of music – the 
silence waiting to be filled with a note is just as important as the note itself. 
 
You are encouraged to explore several different versions and interpretations of the Four Noble Truths and 
the Eightfold Path as this will help you to get a rounded perspective on what they mean and also help to 
develop your personal understanding.  
 
 


